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	NameTitle: Mary Beth Zimmer, Associate Professor
	Department: Biological Sciences
	StreetAddress: 820 Campus Drive, 2120 ASC
	CityStateZIP: Big Rapids, MI 49307
	PhoneNumber: 231-591-5022
	Email: zimmerm4@ferris.edu
	ProjecName: Neurochemical and structural changes in the hippocampus after spinal cord injury
	PurposeofGrant: To support a research experience for several students and allow them to travel to a conference to present results
	AmountRequested: 5000
	TotalProjectCost: 12000
	DatesofProject: April 30, 2014 - April 30, 2015
	CompletionDate: April 30, 2015
	Dean: Dr. Rick Kurtz
	VicePresident: 
	DepartmentHead: Dr. Joseph Lipar
	Supervisor: 
	TextField1: B Zimmer MGFY14
	Narrative:           The Ferris State Mission states that we are “to prepare students for successful careers, responsible citizenship and lifelong learning…”  In the Department of Biological Sciences, we provide our students with the basic fundamental knowledge that allows our students to get jobs that require a BS degree.  Some of our students gain the knowledge from classes that allow them to enter professional schools, such as Medical school, Optometry School, Dental School, etc...  However, many of these top professional schools also require or strongly recommend that the students have some research experience.  There are only a few labs at Ferris that allow students the opportunity to perform scientific research.  There are efforts across campus to enhance the undergraduate research experience at Ferris State University.  This proposal seeks to support several students to perform research in my lab over the next year.          Research experiences allow our students to really understand what the scientific process is about.  It allows the student to work on a specific question, to run experiments without knowing what the outcome will be (which is unlike typical laboratory classroom “experiments”), to gather data, critically analyze and interpret the data and draw conclusions based on their experiments in relationship to other studies in the field.  I also like to provide students with the opportunity to present their findings at top scientific conferences.  This allows them to interact with other graduate students and scientists and to see how much we still have to learn.  There are no classroom situations that allow students to achieve this experience.            In my laboratory, I have been fortunate to have received both Ferris Foundation Grants and Ferris Faculty Grants which have allowed students to perform research in my lab.  Over the years, I have struggled with the ability to provide students a research experience within a limited budget and to gather enough data with scientific rigor that is needed to publish in top tier journals.  The last year or two, I have started a new research project based on funds from a Ferris Faculty grant that is exciting and new and is within the scope of what can be accomplished strictly by undergraduate research.  The research examines the effect of spinal cord injury on learning and memory.  Students have the opportunity to perform sterile surgeries, perform behavioral tests, and collect tissues through a non-sterile surgery and euthanasia procedure.  The research questions are novel and these are the first studies that have shown a behavioral change in learning and memory after spinal cord injury.  In the future, studies will be designed to try and discover some of the underlying mechanisms for this change in behavior.  
	BriefDescription:            Research has shown that spinal cord injury (SCI) results in significant motor and sensory deficits below the site of injury.  However, not much is known regarding the neural changes that occur in the sites above a SCI, particularly in the brain.  A spinal cord hemisection at the second cervical level (C2) effectively separates the descending and ascending inputs at the site of injury.  At the injury site, the descending motor neurons and other types of descending neurons have been cut.  The cell bodies of these neurons reside in the frontal cortex and scattered throughout various brain nuclei.  The damaged neurons in brain regions would alter the normal circuitry and function within these brain regions.  SCI also results in removal of sensory inputs that arise from the periphery to target higher brain regions.  Multiple and possibly significant changes in neural circuitry and function must occur in the brain following SCI.  A few studies have shown changes in brain regions after injury. Changes in neurogenesis, as well as neurochemical changes have been shown to occur in the hippocampus after SCI.  The hippocampus is a region that is well known for its role in short term memory formation and is a necessary first step in the conversion from short term to long term memory.  Some of our recent unpublished data (Plishke, Fana and Zimmer) show that there is reduction in the ability to form new memories in rats after SCI.  This confirms that there are physiological changes occurring within the hippocampus. We are using two behavioral tests to measure learning and memory in rats; the Morris Water Maze and the Object Recognition Test.  This spring, we will be finishing up these behavioral tests that show that memory formation is altered after SCI.  We will also be starting new experiments to look at the role of exercise in protecting against the disrupted memory formation after SCI. I have a student that will be applying for a summer research fellowship to continue this work throughout the summer.          During all of our experiments thus far, we have been collecting rat brain tissues, including the hippocampus, in order to examine any neurochemical and structural changes that occur after SCI.   We will use a common technique, immunohistochemistry to measure and quantify the amount of various substance in tissues at the microscopic level.  The method uses multiple steps of antibodies and chemicals to visualize the various substances.  There are several target substances and structural changes that we’d like to examine after spinal cord injury.  1) We will perform cell counts in regions of the hippocampus to examine if there is cell loss after injury.  2) We will be staining for BrDU, a marker for new cell synthesis (neurogenesis) to examine the amount of new cell growth after SCI and controls. 3) We will double-label these new cells with specific markers in order determine if they are neurons or glia, in order to verify neuronal growth.  4)  Immunohistochemistry will be used to target serotonin and dopamine to determine if innervation is an altered neurochemical substance after SCI.  These two neuromodulators are involved in the formation of new memories in the hippocampus.  5) We will label newly formed endothelial cells using immunohistochemistry to measure angiogenesis or new blood vessel growth after learning and memory in SCI and control rats.          We expect to see that spinal cord injury reduces the amount of new cell synthesis and that exercise will improve the amount of new cells produced during learning and memory in both SCI.  We also expect to see reductions in serotonin and dopamine released around hippocampal neurons after SCI and that exercise will ameliorate these changes.  And finally, we expect to see that exercise will cause an increase in new blood vessel growth associated with exercise.  These results will give indications about possible mechanisms involved in the altered learning and memory that is observed after SCI.    Future studies will based off of the results from this study.  
	Timeline: Summer: April – August.  Continue to run animal experiments that examine the effect of exercise of learning and memory after spinal cord injury.Embedd tissues in paraffin and make slides.  Stain with H&E and make cell counts to determine if there is increased cell loss after spinal cord injuryStart labelling for serotonin and dopamine to determine if innervation is altered after SCIIf awarded, Jaqueline Tieu will present preliminary data at the Summer Research Symposium, Ferris State University, August 2014Fall: August – DecemberContinue with above experiments and start the BrDU detection and double label to recognize neurons vs. glia.  This will help determine if neurogenesis is altered after SCI and if exercise protects against the loss.  December - Submit progress report to the Ferris FoundationSpring:  January - AprilContinue with above experiments and start labeling endothelial cells to examine if angiogenesis increases after exercise and helps enhance learning and memory after SCI.  Present poster at Experimental Biology, Boston MA,  April 2015Present poster at CAS Award symposium, Ferris State University, April 2015May - submit final report to Ferris FoundationWrite manuscript - to be submitted when completed, hopefully in summer 2015 (to be determined....science always takes longer than you think)
	NamesQualifications: Jaqueline Tieu and Rachel Kempisty are two undergraduate Biology students that have joined my lab this past semester (Spring 2014).  They are both enrolled in the BS-Biology pre-Medicine concentration and are extremely interested in doing research.  Jacklyn is applying for a Summer Research Fellowship (2014) in order to work throughout the summer.  They both are extremely intelligent and are eager to start surgical procedures.  They are in the process of taking the necessary animal care tests.  They both attend journal club weekly and come to watch the other students in the lab during our ongoing experiments.  They have both watched sterile surgical procedures, and the euthanization and tissue collection procedures.  Next year, in the fall or spring, there may be other interested students that may join the lab.  I have anywhere from 1 - 8 students working with me at one time.  This semester there are 8 students mainly because 5 of them are seniors and I wanted some overlap to keep the techniques and procedures consistent from one group to the next group.  Jaqueline and Rachel will be learning some of the basic techniques this semester that they will need to carry out the project outlined in this proposal.
	Dissemination:           If Jacqueline Tieu receives a Summer Research Fellowship, she will be presenting her results from this summer at symposium in August, 2014.   This is held during Faculty week, and is open to anyone, faculty, friends and family attend this research symposium. Both of my students, Jacqueline and Rachel will be presenting a poster at a large scientific conference, Experimental Biology, in Boston MA in April 2015.  They will also present the poster at the CAS awards symposium that is held at the end of the school year.  Hopefully, with the data collected from this study, we should have enough data to write a paper to a prestigious journal, possibly Neuroscience or Experimental Neurology.  The project outlined in this proposal will allow us to have a better grasp on some of the possible underlying mechanisms that contribute to the impairment of learning and memory observed after spinal cord injury.   This is a new area of study and will one of the first papers on this topic.          I have also been invited the past two years to speak on Learning and Memory to the FCTL new faculty seminar series.  I don't necessarily talk directly about the specific projects but I do mention the fact that I work with undergraduate students at Ferris and the large bulk of the money is supplied from the Ferris Foundation grant along with the Ferris Faculty Research Grant.  This helps expose the new faculty to the opportunity for undergraduate research and the internal grants that are available to them.        A progress report will be submitted in December and a Final report will be submitted at the completion of the grant to the Foundation Board of Directors as required.
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	BudgetNarrative: We have some of the basic supplies from past grants, but will need to supplement the supplies.  The ongoing experiments on the rats (costs for rats and surgical supplies) over the summer is covered by previous money that the PI has from a Ferris Faculty grant and the Biology Department.$1,500      Basic lab supplies for histology:  slides, coverslips, alcohols, xylene, stains, slide boxes, disposable knives, paraffin, basic embedding supplies, permount, gloves, toweling, chemicals to make buffers, etc...$3,000      Immunohistochemistry supplies; primary antibodies, secondary antibodies, kits for ICC detection, for BrDU detection, fluorescent antibodies for neurons, glia, endothelial cells.  These are very expensive; specific antibodies start around $200 for 50-100 microliters.  The extra money from the Summer Research Fellowship will help cover these expenses.$3,000      Travel to Experimental biology for 2 students; plane, hotel, perdiem, abstract fees.  I estimate that we'll need ~1,500 per student.  The students will be applying for travel money from the Dean's office to help with these costs (included in the budget).  The PI will get money through Professional Development funds.$4,500      Summer Research Fellowship salary is also included in the overall budget; 3,500 for the student and 1,000 for the PI.



